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ABSTRACT: Low dielectric constant (low-k) insulator films with outstanding
mechanical strength and fracture resistance are needed urgently for the new
generation of ultra-large-scale integrated circuits (ULSI). In this paper, the
mechanical properties of low-k materials and the adhesion strengths between
these materials with silica have been analyzed by using molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations. Atomistic models of two kinds of representative low-k
materials [nanoporous amorphous silica (n-a-SiO2) and SiOCH] and their
contact models with silica have been constructed. The mechanical strength of
the n-a-SiO2 film decreased with the increase of porosity, and the relationship
between the normalized elastic modulus and porosity was modeled. The
modulus of the SiOCH film with −CH2− groups was enhanced compared with
that without −CH2− groups, and the mechanism was discussed. Through
investigations of the adhesion strengths between n-a-SiO2, SiOCH, and silica, it
was shown that the adhesion strengths of the n-a-SiO2/silica interfaces decreased with porosity. The adhesion strengths of the
SiOCH films with both −CH2− groups and −CH3 groups were higher than that of the SiOCH film merely with −CH3 groups.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As continuous reduction of the feature sizes in semiconductor
integrated circuits (ICs), new interconnect insulator materials
with low dielectric constants (low-k) are demanded for
preventing signal delays and cross-talks.1−3 For instance, the
k values of low-k materials required for the technology nodes
down to 10 nm are below 2.3, while it is 4.0 for traditional
insulating materials (i.e., silica).4,5 The low-k value could be
achieved by lowering the polarity and the mass density of
materials. For instance, the carbon-doped silica (SiOCH), a
promising low-k material with k values of 2.4−3.0, has been
obtained by partial replacement of Si−O bonds by less
polarizable Si−C bonds.2 Nanoporous amorphous silica (n-a-
SiO2) with many pores or gaps inside is another low-k material
used in microelectronics.6,7 Addition of pores or gaps to
existing low-k materials has been commonly recognized as the
only manufacturing-compatible way to get k values below 2.5.4

Nevertheless, decreasing k value usually results in the
concomitant reduction in the mechanical strength of the low-
k materials. The elastic modulus of the low-k material is
typically several gigapascals, which is much lower than that of
SiO2 (70−80 GPa).8,9 Because of their poor mechanical
strength, integrating low-k materials successfully into the ICs
is extremely difficult, especially with regard to the device
packaging and chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) proc-
ess.10−12 Delamination and cracks of low-k films could be
induced during CMP due to the large difference in the
mechanical strengths of different layers13 and lead to decreased
reliability and degraded performance of IC chips. The poor

ability to withstand the thermal and mechanical stresses, as well
as the weak adhesion between the low-k material and its
neighboring structure, has become the major roadblock in the
effective applications of low-k materials.14

Great effort has been made in the syntheses of low-k
materials, and the most promising low-k material is SiOCH,
owing to the easy integration with existing semiconductor
manufacturing processes.5 Their mechanical and fracture
properties have been studied by depth-sensing nanoindentation
techniques.15−18 The effect of porosity on their mechanical
properties was also analyzed by Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopic ellipsometry, and the results showed that the
porosity of low-k materials strongly affected their mechanical
properties.15 Extensive experiments have been done to seek
ways to improve the elastic modulus and the fracture toughness
of SiOCH thin films.19,20 It was demonstrated that the elastic
modulus of SiOCH films could be improved by thermal
treatment and ultraviolet irradiation, through which part of the
terminal groups (e.g., −OH and −CH3) was lost and the
degree of cross-linking of networking bonds was increased.19

On the basis of the same principle, Dubois et al.20 obtained
SiOCH films with remarkable mechanical properties by
adopting precursor monomers, in which hydrocarbon mole-
cules (e.g., −CH2−CH2−) were contained and could be
incorporated into the material matrix as network-forming units,
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resulting in a less disrupted network with improved mechanical
strengths. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of low-k
material obtained by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposi-
tion (PECVD) are affected by the porogen residues. Urban-
owicz et al.16,21−23 proposed an approach to fabricate porogen-
residue-free PECVD SiOCH films with improved mechanical
properties and ultralow-k values by selective porogen removal
prior to an ultraviolet-assisted hardening step, and the
mechanisms for the improvement of mechanical properties
were interpreted by the continuous random network theory
and percolation of rigidity concepts.24−26 It indicated that the
mechanical properties of SiOCH films significantly depended
on the ratio of D (Si with two O atoms and two terminal
groups) to T (Si with three O atoms and one terminal group).
In addition to the experimental studies on the mechanical

properties of low-k materials, theoretical modeling is also
indispensable for understanding the underlying mechanisms.
Finite element method (FEM) could provide insightful analyses
to the dielectric reliability. The degradation processes, due to
electromigration and stress-induced voiding, were investigated
by using the FEM method, and the potential failure sites were
identified.27 Moreover, the FEM method could be used to
examine the origin of the mechanical cracking of dielectrics
during the CMP process by analyzing the stress distribution of
Cu/low-k interconnect structures.28,29 The first-principle
calculations (such as density functional theory, DFT) generally
focused on the investigations of the structural features of low-k
materials,30 and it could be also used to investigate the
adsorption properties of porous materials31 and the interaction
of the interfaces between different materials.31,32 Molecular
dynamics (MD) methods have been used to construct the
atomistic models of low-k materials with different composi-
tions, and the mechanical stiffness as well as the fracture
toughness properties were analyzed.14,33−38 Methods creating
the molecular models of SiOCH films were developed by
Tajima et al.,34,35 Yuan et al.,36,37 Li et al.,38 and Knaup et al.,39

and reasonable SiOCH film structures could be generated with
these methods for the investigations of the Young’s modulus
and the dielectric constant. Dubois et al. obtained SiOCH films
with a less disrupted network by using precursor bridging
monomer structures. It was found that, compared with the
common SiOCH films with identical k values, the mechanical
stiffness of the SiOCH films with a less disruptive network was
enhanced obviously.40 However, owing to the complexity of the
amorphous dielectrics, the computational studies of the low-k
materials are still in their infancy.
In this paper, atomistic models of two kinds of low-k

materials were established. In order to investigate the influence
of porosities on the mechanical properties and its interface
adhesion with its neighboring structure, nanoporous amor-
phous silica with varied porosities was constructed. On the basis
of the nanoporous amorphous silica constructed previously,
two classes of SiOCH models were established to elucidate the
respective roles of bridging and terminal groups. Here the
bridging and terminal groups we focused on were −CH2− and
−CH3, respectively, because they are the simplest and only one
carbon included. The first class of the SiOCH models have only
Si−O−Si bonds in the network, and amount of −CH3 groups
are included. The second class of the SiOCH models consist of
both Si−O−Si and Si−CH2−Si bonds in the network, and
amount of −CH3 terminal groups. The mechanical properties
of these low-k materials, as well as the interfacial adhesion
strengths between these materials and silica, have been

investigated. Emphases were put on the relationships between
the mechanical stiffness as well as the interfacial adhesion
strength and the porosity of low-k materials as well as the
introduction of −CH2− groups.

2. ATOMISTIC MODELING AND SIMULATION
METHODS
2.1. Models of Two Kinds of Low-k Materials. 2.1.1. Nano-

porous Amorphous Silica (n-a-SiO2). Nanoporous amorphous silica
with closed pores has been constructed according to Li’s method.38

The construction steps of n-a-SiO2 are as follows: first, a silicon crystal
with the diamond cubic structure was melted and quenched to obtain
the amorphous silicon. Subsequently, the crystal lattice of the
amorphous silicon was elongated 1.338 times in all the three
dimensions. After expansion, the Si−O−Si bond with an angle of
150° was used to replace the Si−Si bond with a random orientation.
By using this method, an amorphous silica model with a mass density
of 2.2 g/cm3 was created, and the model was relaxed by potential
energy minimization. The simulation strategy for the relaxation will be
provided in details below.

In order to obtain n-a-SiO2 with various porosities, pores with
different diameters were created in the amorphous silica model by
removing silicon and oxygen atoms in the pores. The amount of the
removed atoms was determined as follows: taking the generation of 1
nm pore for an example, first the silicon and oxygen atoms in a
spherical ball with a diameter of 1 nm were selected from the
amorphous silica model, and the number of the selected atoms was
counted. Since the choice of the spherical ball center could influence
the number of the atoms inside, the number of silicon and oxygen
atoms inside the spherical ball with a defined diameter was the average
of 10 groups, in which the center of the spherical ball was randomly
selected. A function describing the relationship between the number of
silicon and oxygen atoms (y) and the diameter of the amorphous silica
ball (x) can be obtained: y = ax3; the coefficient a is 40. For example,
the number of atoms which should be removed to get a pore with a
diameter of 1 nm in the amorphous silica model is 40.

The pore sizes in the low-k materials used in engineering are usually
in the range of 1−2 nm. Hence, five groups of n-a-SiO2 structures were
generated with pore diameters of 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, and 2.0 nm,
referred to as n-a-SiO2 model 1 to n-a-SiO2 model 5, respectively.
However, these models had nonuniform pore sizes. In order to
separate the porosity effect from the pore size effect on the mechanical
properties of n-a-SiO2, another two groups of n-a-SiO2 structures with
different porosities were constructed by creating two or three pores
with a uniform pore diameter of 1 nm, referred to as n-a-SiO2 model 6
and n-a-SiO2 model 7, respectively. Ideally, the pores are expected to
be all aligned and equally distributed in the simulation cell; however, it
is difficult to achieve. In order to lessen the impact of pore distribution,
we generate each group (n-a-SiO2 model 6 or 7) with 50 guesses. And
the mass densities and moduli are obtained by calculating the averages
of 50 guesses in each group. In this article, porosity p was defined as
the fraction of the volume occupied by pores: p = Vp/VT, where Vp was
the pore volume and VT the total volume of the n-a-SiO2 model. The
detailed structural parameters of the above amorphous silica and n-a-
SiO2 models are summarized in Table 1.

The schematic models of the constructed amorphous silica and n-a-
SiO2 are shown in Figure 1, in which the yellow and red balls represent
the silicon and oxygen atoms, respectively. In the initial amorphous
silica and n-a-SiO2 models, the ratio of oxygen to silicon atoms was
2:1, and the lattice parameters of the cubic crystal were a = b = c =
21.3949 Å, α = β = γ = 90°. Preliminary simulations of the n-a-SiO2
models, which were 8 times larger in the cell size than the models
presented in this paper, suggested that the finite size effect was
insignificant for the properties investigated in this work. The length of
Si−O bond was approximately 1.61 Å, and the Si−O−Si angle 148° in
the models. With the increase of porosity, the number of the atoms
included in the n-a-SiO2 models decreased. For instance, n-a-SiO2
model 5 with a spherical pore of 2 nm in diameter included 328 atoms,
and its porosity was 42.77%. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the
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structures with lower porosity are denser than those with the higher
porosity.
2.1.2. SiOCH Films. SiOCH films which are composed of a Si−O

base with the incorporation of −CH3 groups have been widely studied
as a promising candidate for interlayer dielectric applications. Typical
densities of SiOCH films are between 1.2 and 1.4 g/cm3; k value are
close to 2.4−3, and it can go to less than 2.3.2 In this work, theoretical
models of SiOCH films were constructed. The SiOCH film possessed
similar network structure of Si−O bonds to the silica film. The
difference was that part of the oxygen atoms in the silica film was
replaced by −CH3, −H, or −OH groups, and the initial network
structure was broken down.36,38,40

On the basis of the n-a-SiO2 model 3 constructed previously, two
groups of SiOCH models were obtained. For one group of the SiOCH
models (referred to as SiOCH model 1), 16.67% of the bridging
oxygen atoms in the backbone structure of n-a-SiO2 model 3 were
broken and the oxygen atoms were replaced by two −CH3 groups (as
shown in Figure 2, parts a and b, the oxygen atom A). The ratio of Si
to −CH3 was 1:0.67. For the other group of the SiOCH models
(referred to as SiOCH model 2), 14.17% of the bridging oxygen atoms
were converted into pairs of Si−CH3 units, and 5% of the bridging
oxygen atoms were replaced by −CH2− groups (as shown in Figure 2,
parts a and b, the oxygen atom B). The ratio of Si:−CH2−:−CH3 was
1:0.1:0.57. The main structural parameters of the SiOCH models are
given in Table 2, and the SiOCH models are schematically shown in
Figure 2, parts c and d. For statistical purposes, 10 configurations, in
which terminal positions were randomly selected, were constructed for
each composition.
2.1.3. Interfacial Models of Low-k Materials and Silica. The

interfacial models for low-k/silica were established to investigate the
interfacial strength at the interface. Taking the interfacial model for n-
a-SiO2/silica as an example, the construction steps were as follows:
first, the surface model of amorphous silica was established with a
dimension of 21.3949 Å × 21.3949 Å × 21.3949 Å along the x-, y-, and
z-directions. Subsequently, the surface models of n-a-SiO2 were
constructed with a dimension of 21.3949 Å × 21.3949 Å × 21.3949 Å
along the x-, y-, and z-directions. On the basis of these surface models,
interfacial models for n-a-SiO2/silica were constructed, and the

interfacial model for n-a-SiO2 model 3/silica is schematically shown
in Figure 3a. Similarly, the interfacial models for SiOCH model 1/silica
(Figure 3b) and SiOCH model 2/silica were constructed.

2.2. Simulation Method.MD simulation was conducted using the
software package of Material Studio and the COMPASS force field
which has been extensively used to simulate a-SiO2, n-a-SiO2, and
SiOCH systems.41 The comparison between the obtained results with
the accurate DFT calculations and experimental data proved that such
a force field could correctly predict the mechanical properties of these
systems.14,38

In the COMPASS force field, the total energy of a system can be
expressed as a sum of valence interactions, valence cross-terms, and
nonbond interactions including the van der Waals and electrostatic
terms. The cutoff distance for the calculation of van der Waals
interaction was set to 9.5 Å with long-range correction considered.
Ewald summation method with a cutoff distance of 12.5 Å was used for
the electrostatic interaction. Periodic boundary conditions were
employed in the MD simulations. The equations of the motion of
atoms were solved using the velocity Verlet method, and the time step
used was 1 fs.

In order to obtain the equilibrium states of the system, the sample
was first optimized with NVT dynamics for 10 ps maintaining the
temperature and the volume constant. Then NPT dynamics with
constant pressure and temperature were carried out for more than 100
ps depending on the model investigated to guarantee the energy of the
system to reach the steady state. The temperature was controlled by
the Andersen method and the pressure by the Parrinello method. After

Table 1. Structural Parameters of Amorphous Silica and n-a-
SiO2 Models

models lattice size

pore
diameter
(nm)

pore
no.

atom
no.

porosity
(%)

amorphous silica a = b = c =
21.3949 Å

0 0 648 0
n-a-SiO2 model 1 1 1 608 5.35
n-a-SiO2 model 2 1.25 1 570 10.44
n-a-SiO2 model 3 1.5 1 513 18.04
n-a-SiO2 model 4 1.75 1 434 28.65
n-a-SiO2 model 5 2 1 328 42.77
n-a-SiO2 model 6 1 2 568 10.70
n-a-SiO2 model 7 1 3 528 16.05

Figure 1. Schematic models of the constructed amorphous silica and n-a-SiO2: (a) amorphous silica model without pores; (b) n-a-SiO2 model 1 with
one pore of 1 nm; (c) n-a-SiO2 model 5 with one pore of 2 nm. Yellow balls represent silicon atoms, and red ones represent oxygen atoms.

Figure 2. (a) Broken view of the backbone structure of n-a-SiO2. (b)
Illustration in which the oxygen atom A replaced by two −CH3 groups
and the oxygen atom B replaced by −CH2− groups. (c) SiOCH model
1. (d) SiOCH model 2. Yellow, red, gray, and white balls represent
silicon, oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen atoms, respectively.
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equilibration, NPT dynamics was continued for another 20 ps to
generate trajectories for properties sampling, such as mechanical
properties and interfacial interaction energies. To obtain the
mechanical properties, three tensile and three pure shear deformations
were applied to the minimized undeformed system and the system was
reminimized following each deformation. The internal stress tensor
was then obtained from the analytically calculated virial and used to
obtain the estimates of the six columns of the elastic stiffness
coefficients matrix. The bulk modulus and shear modulus were
calculated from the elastic constants.38

In this work, the interfacial adhesion interaction (Eint) between low-
k films and silica was calculated by using the following equation:42,43

= − +‐E E E E( )kint tot low silica (1)

where Etot is the total internal energy of the low-k films/silica system,
Elow‑k is the energy of the individual low-k film, and Esilica is the energy
of silica. In the Accelrys MD software, the unit of interaction energy is
kcal/mol, where “mol” means a mole number of system molecules in
the periodic condition. Therefore, the area of the interface is a mole
number of interface in a single system with a thickness of 10.697 Å and
the unit of the interaction energy becomes Joules per square meter (J/

m2). Therefore, the following equation is used to calculate the
interaction energy in our simulations:

= − + __ ‐E E E E[ ( )]/surface areakint area tot low silica (2)

If the interaction energy is negative, there is an attractive force
between the objects, such as adhesion; if it is positive, there is a
repulsive force.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Mechanical Properties of the Low-k Films.
3.1.1. Mechanical Properties of n-a-SiO2 Films. Prior to
calculating the mechanical properties of n-a-SiO2 films, the
system should reach the equilibrium state, and hence relaxation
processes to the n-a-SiO2 films were carried out. During the
geometry optimization process, atomic coordinates and lattice
parameters were optimized simultaneously. The structures after
the relaxation process are shown in Figure 4. The lattice shapes
of the amorphous silica without pores (Figure 4a) and the n-a-
SiO2 with relatively smaller porosities, such as n-a-SiO2 model 1
(Figure 4b), did not change obviously, e.g., the lattice
parameters of n-a-SiO2 model 1 after relaxation were a =
20.99 Å, b = 21.08 Å, c = 21.26 Å, α = 90.41°, β = 90.03°, γ =
89.75°. In contrast, more obvious changes of the lattice shapes
can be observed for those films with relatively larger porosities,
e.g., the lattice parameters of n-a-SiO2 model 5 (Figure 4c) after
relaxation were a = 21.07 Å, b = 21.58 Å, c = 20.81 Å, α =
90.57°, β = 86.30°, γ = 94.36°.
After the system reached the equilibrium, typical properties

of the n-a-SiO2 films were investigated. The calculated mass
density of amorphous silica was 2.32 g/cm3, being very close to
the experimentally measured value of 2.2 g/cm3.44 The
calculated elastic modulus (the average of the elastic moduli
in three directions) of amorphous silica was 88.73 GPa, which
slightly deviated from the experimentally measured value of
about 76 GPa.45,46 One reasonable explanation of this trend
was that the material in MD simulations represented a nearly
perfect molecular structure, while the samples in experiments
usually contained macroscopic or large microscopic defects, and
therefore the calculated values could be considered as the upper
limit of the referenced ones.47,48

Figure 5a shows the relationship between the calculated
densities and the porosities of the n-a-SiO2 models. It can be

Table 2. Main Structural Parameters of the SiOCH Models

models lattice size pore diameter (nm) porosity (%) atom ratio of Si:O:CH2:CH3

SiOCH model 1 a = b = c = 21.3949 Å 1.5 18.04 1:1.66:0:0.67
SiOCH model 2 a = b = c = 21.3949 Å 1.5 18.04 1:1.62:0.1:0.57

Figure 3. (a) Interfacial model of n-a-SiO2 model 3/silica. (b)
Interfacial model of SiOCH model 1/silica. Yellow, red, gray, and
white balls represent silicon, oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen atoms,
respectively.

Figure 4. Schematic models of n-a-SiO2 after relaxation : (a) amorphous silica model without pore; (b) n-a-SiO2 model 1; (c) n-a-SiO2 model 5.
Yellow balls represent silicon atoms, and red ones represent oxygen atoms.
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seen that the mass density of the n-a-SiO2 film decreases
linearly as porosity increases. The densities of nanoporous silica
based films deposited by the spin on deposition (SOD) and the
PECVD methods were investigated by Fisher et al.,49 and the
line fitted with experimentally measured values is plotted in
Figure 5a for reference. The nanoporous silica films
investigated by Fisher et al. were porous silica with evenly
distributed pores of the identical diameter. As shown, our
simulation results with the uniform pore sizes are in good
agreement with the experimental values obtained by Fisher et
al. Meanwhile, the simulation results with nonuniform pore
sizes are close to the experimental data. For example, the
calculated mass density of the n-a-SiO2 model 3 is 1.813 g/cm3

with the porosity of 18.04% based on the present model, while
the measured value by Fisher is 1.844 g/cm3, which is only
1.71% larger than the calculated value. Therefore, the density of
the n-a-SiO2 film was determined primarily by porosity, and
affected slightly by the pore size in the film.
Since the calculation of the k value is quite time-consuming

for a relatively large system, the k value of n-a-SiO2 films was
not calculated in this work. In the work conducted by Fisher et
al., the dielectric constant of n-a-SiO2 could be predicted by
using the Lorentz−Lorenz, Rayleigh, Parallel model, and
Clausius−Mossotti equation.50,51 Therefore, the k values of
the n-a-SiO2 models were inferred from aforementioned
models. For instance, according to the Parallel model, the k
value of n-a-SiO2 model 1 with a porosity of 5.35% was 3.85
and that of n-a-SiO2 model 5 with a porosity of 42.77% was
2.7−2.8.
Next, the effects of porosity and pore size on the mechanical

properties of n-a-SiO2 films were investigated. Figure 5b and
Table 3 show the relationships between the bulk modulus,

shear modulus, and porosity. It can be seen that with the
increase of porosity, all of the moduli decrease. The Young’s
moduli of the n-a-SiO2 films with evenly distributed pore but
different porosities could be obtained by the following
relationship:51

= −E E P/ (1 )b
2

(3)

where E and P are the Young’s modulus and the porosity of the
n-a-SiO2 films, Eb is the Young’s modulus of the amorphous
silica without pores, and E/Eb is defined as the normalized
Young’s modulus. In Figure 5c, the normalized Young’s moduli
calculated in this work have been compared with the results
obtained by Miyoshi et al.,51 who investigated porous silica with
evenly distributed identical pores based on the FEM method. It
was shown that the normalized Young’s moduli of the models
with uniform pore sizes were close to the FEM calculation data,
while those of models with nonuniform pore sizes were much
lower than the referenced ones. It could be inferred that, with
the same porosity, the normalized Young’s moduli of n-a-SiO2
films with larger pore sizes were lower than those with smaller
pore sizes.
From the analyses above, it could be concluded that the mass

density and the Young’s modulus were influenced by the
porosity of n-a-SiO2 films dramatically. Moreover, the
mechanical properties of n-a-SiO2 films were also affected by
the pore size. Evenly distributed pores with identical and
smaller sizes were more beneficial for obtaining porous silica
films with high performance.

3.1.2. Mechanical Properties of SiOCH Films. In the first
place, relaxation processes of the SiOCH models were carried
out to guarantee the system reaching an equilibrium state.
Then, the mechanical properties of SiOCH models were
examined, and the results are summarized in Table 4.
Compared with n-a-SiO2 model 3 from which the SiOCH
models were derived in this work, both the mass densities and
the mechanical stiffness of the SiOCH models reduced. Figure
6 shows the distributions of the bond length and angle in the
SiOCH models, amorphous silica without pores, and n-a-SiO2
model 3, based on which the structures of different low-k
materials could be analyzed. The lengths of the Si−O bond in
amorphous silica without pores and n-a-SiO2 model 3 are both
about 1.61 Å, and those in SiOCH models 1 and 2 are slightly
larger. The bond angle of Si−O−Si bonds decreased slightly for
SiOCH models. The decreases of the mass density and
mechanical stiffness of the SiOCH model are mainly attributed
to the introduction of the terminal groups (−CH3) which not

Figure 5. (a) Relationship between the calculated densities and porosities of n-a-SiO2 films, and a line fitted with experimentally measured values is
also plotted for reference (ref 45). (b) Various curves of the calculated moduli to porosity; B and G represent bulk modulus and shear modulus. (c)
The comparison between the calculated values of the normalized Young’s moduli and those from experimental reference.

Table 3. Mechanical Properties of Amorphous Silica and n-a-
SiO2 Models

models
bulk modulus

(GPa)
shear modulus

(GPa)
elastic modulus

(GPa)

amorphous silica 51.45 36.14 88.73
n-a-SiO2 model 1 40.88 27.63 69.43
n-a-SiO2 model 2 33.62 22.64 58.98
n-a-SiO2 model 3 23.48 15.86 44.82
n-a-SiO2 model 4 13.76 9.63 27.30
n-a-SiO2 model 5 4.43 3.49 11.83
n-a-SiO2 model 6 33.88 22.46 61.62
n-a-SiO2 model 7 27.15 18.34 54.45
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only disrupt the network of porous silica but also expand the
network of SiOCH films (larger bond length of Si−C: 1.89 Å).
As shown in Table 4, both the mass densities and Young’s

modulus of SiOCH model 2 with both −CH3 and −CH2−
groups are larger than those of SiOCH model 1 in which only
−CH3 groups are included. As shown in Figure 6, the lengths of
the Si−O bond in SiOCH model 1 are slightly larger than those
in SiOCH model 2 (Figure 6a). The length of the Si−C bond
in SiOCH model 1 is mainly around 1.89 Å. Two peaks of the
Si−C length distribution in SiOCH model 2 exist: one peak
value of 1.89 Å is the bond length of Si−CH3, and the other
peak of 1.865 Å is the bond length of Si−CH2− (Figure 6b).
And there are no obvious differences between SiOCH model 1
and SiOCH model 2 in the bond angle distributions of Si−O−
Si, O−Si−O, and C−Si−C bonds (Figure 6c−f). The relatively
smaller bond lengths of Si−O and Si−CH2− bonds lead to a
denser network of SiOCH model 2, thus increasing its mass
density and Young’s modulus. Although −CH2− group is

slightly lighter than −CH3 group, the denser network resulted
from the reductions of Si−O and Si−CH2− bond lengths have
a dominant effect, resulting in the increase of the mass density
of SiOCH model 2.
The network connectivity number can also be used to

quantify the network connectivity, which is defined as the
average coordination number per network-forming atom.38 The
larger the connectivity number, the denser the network
structure with improved mechanical properties. The con-
nectivity number of SiOCH model 1 can be calculated through
the following equation:38

⟨ ⟩ =
+ +

+ +
r

r N r N r N

N N N
Si Si O O CH CH

Si O CH

3 3

3 (4)

where NSi,O,CH3
is the number of silicon atoms, bridging oxygen

atoms, or −CH3 groups as denoted by the subscript, and

Table 4. Mass Densities and Mechanical Properties of SiOCH Models

models porosity (%) density (g/cm3) bulk modulus (GPa) shear modulus (GPa) Young’s modulus (GPa)

n-a-SiO2 model 3 18.04 1.8131 25.0866 16.5567 44.8392
SiOCH model 1 18.04 1.6639 15.5017 11.6943 28.0607
SiOCH model 2 18.04 1.7383 17.5171 11.9106 30.2693

Figure 6. Distributions of bond lengths and angles in the SiOCH models, amorphous silica without pores, and n-a-SiO2 model 3: (a) Si−O bond
length distribution; (b) Si−C bond length distribution; (c) Si−O−Si bond angle distribution; (d) O−Si−O bond angle distribution; (e) Si−C−Si
bond angle distribution; (f) C−Si−C bond angle distribution.
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rSi,O,CH3
is the respective coordination number. The connectivity

number of SiOCH model 2 can be calculated by

⟨ ⟩ =
+ + +

+ + +
r

r N r N r N r N

N N N N
Si Si O O CH CH CH CH

Si O CH CH

2 2 3 3

2 3 (5)

where NCH2
is the number of −CH2− groups and rCH2

is its
coordination number. The connectivity numbers of SiOCH
model 1 and 2 are 2.4 and 2.345, respectively, which are both
less than that for a-silica (⟨r⟩ = 2.67). The decrease of the
connectivity number could be mainly attributed to the amount
of terminal groups (i.e., −CH3). A comparison between SiOCH
model 1 and SiOCH model 2 suggests that replacing 5%
oxygen bridging atoms by −CH2− bridging links instead of
−CH3 groups could result in a slight increase of the
connectivity number. The above analyses are in agreement
with the bond length and angle distribution analysis.
3.2. Interfacial Adhesion Strength between Low-k

Materials and Silica. Geometry optimization of the simulated
system has been done. During the geometry optimization
process, the atoms at the interface experienced two forms of
relaxation movement:52 one was the movement along the
direction perpendicular to the interface, and the other was the
movement parallel to the interface. In this work, the relaxation
movement perpendicular to the interface predominated in the
relaxation process and no horizontal displacement occurred.
The interfacial models of low-k materials/silica after
optimization are given in Figure 7. It can be seen from Figures

3 and 7 that the initial distance between the surfaces of n-a-
SiO2 model 3 with a pore diameter of 1.5 nm and silica is larger

than that after relaxation. The equilibrium distances at the
interfaces of n-a-SiO2 models/silica are around 2 Å and are not
obviously affected by the sizes of pores introduced in the n-a-
SiO2 models.
Next, the interfacial adhesions between the n-a-SiO2 films

and silica at the temperature of 298 K were calculated, and the
results are summarized in Table 5. It can be seen that the
absolute values of the total internal energy of the system (Etot)
and the energy of n-a-SiO2 (En‑a‑SiO2

) decrease with porosity

while the energy of silica (ESiO2
) is almost unchanged. It can be

seen that the introduction of pores into the amorphous silica
lowers Eint‑area between n-a-SiO2 films and silica. Eint‑area
decreases with the increasing porosity.
Furthermore, the interfacial adhesions between SiOCH film

models and silica at 298 K are given in Table 6 As shown, the
adhesion interaction energies of the SiOCH model/silica
interfaces are smaller than those of the n-a-SiO2 models/silica
interfaces, and the SiOCH models with −CH2− groups have a
superior adhesion strength with silica than the SiOCH film
models merely with −CH3 groups. The introduction of
−CH2− groups in the SiOCH structure not only enhances
the mechanical stiffness of the film but also improves the
adhesion strength between the SiOCH film and silica. Previous
studies on low-k films revealed a linear relationship between
dielectric constant or film mass density and the cohesive
strength.19 Compared with SiOCH model 1 (without −CH2−
groups), SiOCH model 2 (with −CH2− groups) has a
relatively larger mass density; therefore, the interfacial adhesion
strength between the SiOCH model 2 and silica is relatively
larger. The interfacial strength between low-k (SiOCH film)
and silica was also investigated by Yuan et al. using molecular
dynamics simulation method, and a recommendation of
improving the interfacial strength was proposed based on
their simulation results.37 It was suggested that the improve-
ment of the stiffness of low-k films can efficiently enhance the
interfacial strength, which responds to our simulation results.

4. CONCLUSION

MD models of n-a-SiO2 with different porosities and SiOCH
films have been established, and their mechanical properties as
well as the interfacial adhesion strength with silica have been
analyzed. The bulk, shear, and elastic moduli of n-a-SiO2
decreased with the porosity, and the relationship between the
normalized elastic modulus and porosity was modeled, which
was in good agreement with that obtained from FEM
calculation results in literatures. By comparing two groups of
SiOCH models, it was found that the introduction of −CH2−
groups enhanced the mechanical properties of the SiOCH film,
since the SiOCH film with −CH2− groups had a denser

Figure 7. Interfacial models of low-k materials/silica after
optimization: (a) n-a-SiO2 model 3/silica interface; (b) SiOCH
model 1/silica interface.

Table 5. Relevant Energies at n-a-SiO2 Models/Silica Interfaces

interfacial models Etot (kcal/mol) En‑a‑SiO2
(kcal/mol) Esilica (kcal/mol) Eint (kcal/mol) Eint‑area (J/m

2)

amorphous silica/silica interface −55444.9 −27529.4 −27575.8 −339.88 −0.537
n-a-SiO2 model 1/silica interface −52377.7 −27529.4 −24530.6 −317.78 −0.499
n-a-SiO2 model 2/silica interface −43942.6 −27529.4 −16108.9 −304.40 −0.490
n-a-SiO2 model 3/silica interface −39751.6 −27529.4 −16108.9 −275.57 −0.436
n-a-SiO2 model 4/silica interface −34290.1 −27529.4 −11946.7 −243.51 −0.384
n-a-SiO2 model 5/silica interface −29708.8 −27529.4 −6517.19 −206.65 −0.328
n-a-SiO2 model 6/silica interface −44079.6 −27529.4 −1972.76 −306.52 −0.484
n-a-SiO2 model 7/silica interface −38670.6 −27529.4 −16243.7 −287.33 −0.462
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structure than that merely with −CH3 groups. Through the
investigation of the interfacial adhesion strength between the n-
a-SiO2, SiOCH films, and silica, the adhesion strength of the n-
a-SiO2/silica interface was found to decrease with porosity and
the introduction of −CH2− groups in SiOCH enhanced the
adhesion strength.
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